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MORE TO RE DONE
The Senate’s War Investigating Committee, headed by Sen. James

M. Mead, has completed the first phase of its inquiry into war profit-
eering. The results up to now surely warrant a deeper investigation
into the whole system of letting Government war contracts, with more
emphasis on the larger corporations, which gobbled up two-thirds of
the war contracts, and on the Government officials and policies that
made outrageous profiteering possible.

Most of the hearings and headlines up to now have concentrated
on a shoestring concern—the paper munitions empire built up by the
unsavory Garsson Brothers with the help of a Congressman and some
of the Army brass-hats. There is a great deal more to be uncovered,
if Comptroller Lindsay Warren, the watchdog of the Treasury, is as
accurate as he usually is.

Warren suggested that uncounted millions were handed out to war
profiteers by the Government and that additional billions were given
away in* contract negotiations.

Six years ago. when the late President Roosevelt was assuring the
nation that this war would not spawn the munitions millionaires of
Warl War 1. The Progressive warned in a series of articles and editor-
ials that there was bound to be a repetition to the 1917-1918 scandals
unless the cost-plus system of financing war contracts was scrapped
entirely.

Some changes in the system were made, but mostly they were
changes in name only. As a result, the same abuses were practiced by
Government officials and private contractors with the same depressing
lesults. As Warren put it in his testimony before the Senate investi-
gators:

"Cost-plus procurement is the greatest device ever invented for
pumping out the Treasury. What incentive remains for exercising the
American genius for efficiency when the most farfetched and extra-
vagant, outlays are reimbursed, dollar for dollar, upon the unchecked
approval of a friendly or downright sociable contracting officer?”

The moral laxity in Washington during the war was astounding.
High officials,” as Warren describes them, who had control over the

disbursement of billions of dollars of public funds, "accepted enter-
tainment, including cocktail parties, hotel bills, and even travel, from
the contractors, while at the same time drawing travel expenses and
salary from the Government.”

These were the men who were supposed to be representing the!
people. These were the men who were negotiating and renegotiating
contracts—while enjoying the luxurious hospitality of the munitions
makers with whom they were negotiating.

Exposure of wartime practices by the Mead Committeee is a use-
ful, vital public service. But there is more than that to be done. The
General Accounting Office, which Warren heads, must be given the
green light to investigate war accounts at once, not alone for headline
purposes, but so that it can squeeze millions of dollars of excess profits
out of the still unsettled contracts.—The Progressive.

YOUR FORTUNE IN COFFEE GROUNDS
With the aid of the people who control prices (in a manner which

determines whether big business shall get its profits by billing the
storekeeper or from tax-financed subsidies) we have become able to
tell fortunes by reading the bottom of a worker’s coffee cup.

The grounds that are left behind tell us that Mr. Worker is going
to have a harder time of it in making his wage fit his family’s needs.
Those grounds alone will take from 10 to 13c extra a pound out of his
pocket.

The recent increase in coffee prices hits so close to the average Amer-
ican's heartthat we believe more people should understand by now
that there’s something wrong in this land of the four freedoms.

The though part of it is that we weren’t asked about the coffee
boost. As in the case of less comforting articles, we were simply told.
Coffeee will cost so and so much more, the announcement read one
day and that was that!

It may interest our readers to know that the cost of green coffee
at the dock was advanced only 8.32 cents per pound. Why, then, the
extra 5 cents increase by the time it reaches the consumer?

Don’t be silly. We live under a {Sercentage economy. Everybody
who handles the fragrant berry adds his percent on the higher pr:ce.
See it? That way they make extra profit on the increase. The reason
you pay more is so the people who stand between you and the under-
paid coffee plantation worker can have more profit.

It’s a nice system these workers have been voting for, isn't it? —,
Reading Labor Advocate.

YUGOSLAVSA DEFENDED BY
AUTHOR LOUIS ADAMIC .

Louis Adamic was recently in-
terviewed by a United Press re-
porter. Excerpts pertaining to the
interview apparently appeared in
a number of newspapers through-
out the country, however, no New
York City paper carried it.

The following appeared in the
Long Island Daily Press dated
August 23, 1946.

"Author Louis Adamic thinks
the crisis in Yugoslavia is a result
of what he calls Winston Church-
ill’s “victory” over the late Presi-
dent Roosevelt in matters of world
policy.

"Adamic said in an interview
that the U. S. has been "consistent-
ly unfriendly to the new Yugoslav
development, and this has helped
to create a fear psychosis among
Yugoslavia's people.”

"Adamic said Yugoslavia’s in-
eptness in public relations, and
consequent failure to sell the Unit-
ed States on her ideas for self-
betterment, also had contributed
greatly to the crisis.

“Churchill’s aim was always
clear, much clearer than Roose-
velt’s,' said Adamic. 'Churchill
wished to preserve the British Em-
pire and not get the United States
to underwrite this.’

"Adamic said that Roosevelt, on
the other hand, was opposed to im-
perialism and genuinely hoped for
a "new world,” but that Churchill’s
ideas eventually had defeated FDR
and formed the basis for Anglo-
American post-war action.

“T know because I witnessed
this,’ he said. Roosevelt invited me
to their meeting in 1942 for no
other reason (he believed) than to
present my own opposition to im-
perialism in an effort to help
Churchill understand how he

(Roosevelt) felt on the subject.’
•‘Adamic said he understood the

Yugoslav government had sent at
leasl 12 protest notes to Washing-
ton concerning U. S. aerial viola-
tion of her territory.

" I understand that there was no
reply to any of these notes,’ he ad-
ded, except to the one of March
25. The American government ans-
wered negatively on May 20.’

"He said that Yugoslavia also
had threatened to come before the
United Nations and charge the
United States with aggression and
that ihe American note of May 20
had referred to this as a “frivolous

j idea.”
"Adamic emphasized that he was

"balllcd" by the drastic means
used by Yugoslav fighter pilots to
achieve their ends, but repeated
that he believed the trouble grew
partly out of the Yugoslav frantic
fear of World War 111.

" As an American, I cannot ex-
press my sense of horror over the
entiree devclonpment,’ he said, “but
I do wish that the United States
public generally, would try to look
at the shooting incidents against
the background of our own un-
friendly official atitude toward
Yugoslavia during the past year
and a half, and in the frame of the
whole unfortunate picture.”

WOMEN "ALCOHOLICS"
"In the early days of my prac-

tice, not more than one alcoholic
of each 10 who came to me for
treatment -was a woman. Now the
ratio is four women in every 10.”

That statement was made by Dr.
Robert V. Seliger, a physician in
the famous Johns Hopkins Hospital
at Baltimore.
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Here's Something Worth Watching
Will democracy be brought to Japan by converting Japanese Big

Business into Japanese-American Big Business?
That question is raised by a remarkable article in the “Wall Street

Journal,"’ a newspaper which is conservative but often publishes facts
found nowhere else.

In Japan, as in Germany and Italy, big industrial “trusts’" sub-
sidized militarists and Fascists, put them in power and thus contributed
to the war. If democracy is to be encouraged in Japan, it would seem
that these trusts should be curbed.

According to the "Journal,” the Japanese industrialists see away
to avoid that fate. They “want Americans to invest capital in Japanese
industry.”

“Typical is a statement by Baron Takakimi Mitsui, former head
and major shareholder in Mitsui, largest of the great business trusts
(zaibatsu). He suggest that U. S. companies buy into major Japanese
firms.

“U. S. business men could move in now and literally take ovc.
Japan.” the article says.

Americans are having plenty of trouble curbing Iheir own trusts,
hoping to preserve democracy here at home. If the same trusts "take
over” Jauanese industry, in partnership with Jap monopolists, what
will happen to democracy in Japan and the United States?—Labor.

What Is the Answer to This?
"Rear Admiral Lawrence B. Richardson, recently resigned assistant

chief of the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, has been named assistant to
to the president of the Curtis-Wright Corporation.” That news item
again raises this question:

Can admirals, generals and officials of government departments
and commissions faithfully represent Uncle Sam when they have then-
eyes on fat jobs with corporations which do business with the govern-
ment or arc regulated by it?

This questinon has often been asked in Washington, but no real
solution for the problem has been found.

Meanwhile, "Brass Hats” continue to leave the army and navy 1o
accept large salaries from airplane companies, shipyards an dmunitions
manufacturers, and government officials and lawyers continue to sell
their "inside knowledge” to private interests which offer them more
money than they receive from Uncle Sam.—Labor.

PROGRESS
I.

From the rim of the hills, wet, swollen hands
Os sullen clouds push down.
Beneath the tempest’s heavy frown
The rabbits run to earth. Small bands
Os apes hold closer, keeping warm.
They shiver for they fear the storm.

11.
The Rain-God rides! His gleaming spears
Fie flings in anger through the trees.

The mother crouches; at her knees
Brown children greet the storm with tears.
Old warriors hide in huts of sod
And tremble, for they fear the god.

111.
What says the sky? No god can tell
The terror some gray cloud may rain
Since men of science, lucid, sane,
Have built a sky-borne man-made hell
To drive men underground like elves.
They worry, for they fear themselves.

Clif.

IRONY IN FOOD
One of the ironies of the current

food situation is that, while Amer-
ica has fallen down decidedly on
fulfilling its obligations in supply-
ing food promised to Europe and
India, there is an absence of basic
commodities in this country. This
results not from any shortage, but
from the desire of producers and
processors to obtain the highest
profit for their goods, regardless
of the effect either on the workers
of America, or on the millions who
are likely to starve within the next
few months, in Europe and Asia.

That the labor unions and the
some of the consumers groups

have at last been shaken out of
their lethargy is seen in the at-
tempts at starting “buyers strikes”
to bring down the cost of basic
commodities. Although they de-
serve the fullest support as action
of workers against exploitation, it
is at best a defensive maneuver.
Production for use is still an ef-
fective answer.—The Call.

POOR FELLOW
White—Say. that’s a pretty

looking nurse you’ve got.
Black (sick in the hospital)—l

handn’t noticed.
White—Gee, I didn't realize you

were that sick!

What Do You
Believe?

By RUTH TAYLOR
“It isn’t important wliat we be-

! lieve, but how we express those
beliefs that matters.” “It isn’t so
much what we do, but what we
are.” Those are two copy book
sayings that have been repeatea
and repeated in various forms. And
they have been twisted and turned
to apply to almost every situa-
tion.

Personally I feel they are wrong.
It does matter what we believe as
much as it does how we express
those beliefs. It matters as much
what we do as what we are. But
what is most important of all is
the motive power back of both
thoughts and actions.

What doesn’t matter is not what
happens to us—but whether what
we do is important to be done. We
may be personally defeated, but
our principles never, a great think-
er once said. The truly important
thing in this world is not so much
where we stand as in what direc-
tion we are moving.

Where we go wrong—in our own
lives, in our national lives, in our

' everyday responsibilities is in not
trueing our actions to a high
enough motive. We act on expedi-
ence, not on principle. We com-
promise—not with things, but with
our own beliefs, with our own con-
science. We dodge responsibility,
we evade issues, and the truth
eludes us, because of our own
weaknesses.

Here’s an example. We say that
one of the great principles in
American life is the denial of abso-
lute sovereignty. Is it? Or. ratherlis it put into effect? Just try de-

i nying the absolute sovereignty in
i “efficient” organizations and see
| how far you get. Did you ever try

; not “going along with the boys?”
What we should have said was

i that this is a motive power—and
then try to put it into practice.

All life proceeds from beliefs of
some kind. The question is not—-
shall we have beliefs? But—what
beliefs have we? Are they a vital
part of our every day life? Are we
better for our beliefs? Do they
help us to help those whose paths
our path crosses? Unless we can
answer in the affirmative our be-
liefs are vain.

What do you believe—and how
do you live up to your beliefs?

RATS WASTE 28 MILLION
TONS OF FOOD YEARLY

Under date of June 27. 1946,
! the Department of Agriculture, in
response to a query from the
People's Lobby, wrote:

' The Fish and Wildlife Service
I estimates that there are probably
| two rats for each person in the

j United Slates, and that each rat
consumes about fifty pounds of
FOOD a year and wastes or des-
troys three times that much. They
have no way of telling just how
much grain is eaten or destroyed
by rats.

“The Fish and Wildlife Service
is doing, and has been for some
time, all it can do with the limited
funds and personnel available.
Action is not being postponed

j until fall. They are cooperating
! with local agencies all over the

| country and with the Public
j Health Service, which is engaged

J in typhus and malaria control in
the South.

“The loss of foods chargeable to
rats, amounts therefore, to about
56 million pounds, or 28 million
tons of foodstuffs, a year.” The
Lobby comments, adding:

“While not all of this food could
be sent to the starving scores of
millions of people in other coun-
tries, directly or in concentrate
form, obviously a good deal of it
could, and most of the rest could
be consumed by 30 the percent of
American families whose average
savings are $7OO. and the 40 per-
cent whose average savings are
$4O.

“Won’t you request the Chair-
man of the Senate and House ap-
propriations Committees, and the
Director of the Budget, to all of
whom I am sending copy of this
letter, to see that the Fish and
Wild Life Service gets enough ap-
propriation to end this death deal-
ing waste

“It would appear that rats are
a greater threat to the happiness
and peace of the world than ‘reds.’

BARRING THE PROPHET
Tramp Madam. I have seen

better days.
Madam—That may be. but I have

no time to discuss the weather
with strangers.

By DAVID SCHOENBRUN

PARIS—(ONA) Difference in
language is an important factor
contributing to the unhealthy at-
mosphere at the Paris Conference
of 21 nations, a poll of delegates
and linguists reveals. Bad trans-
lations and above all inadequate
interpretations have plagued the
delegates from the first day of the
Conference. They increase the dif-
ficult task of the world’s press.

Even with flawless translations,
the very process of translating all
speeches into English, French and
Russian would in itself be a weari-
some affair, slowing up procedure
and trying already jumpy nerves.
However, the official interpreters
have been so inadequate that the
delegates and chiefs of delegations
have been obliged on several oc- ;
casions to warn the chair about
faulty translations.

A. V. Alexander. British First
Lord of the Admiralty and deputy
chief of the British delegation, after
listening to an interpreter giving
his address in French, protested
from the floor to President—Pre-
mier Georges Bidault of France, j
then in the chair, that the inter-
pretation was “wholly inadequate.”

Some examples of errors are
particularly serious. Jan Masaryk,
Czechoslovakian Foreign Minister,
told the Overseas News Agency
that on one occasion Soviet Foreign
Minister Vyacheslav M. Molotov
said, “Perish the thought that this
Conference might fail. It must not
fail and we must proceed to funda-
mentals with this determination
in mind.” The interpreter said,
“Mr. Molotov says it is not import-
ant to worry about whether this
Conference might or might not
fail. What we must do is to go j
ahead immediately with the funda-!
mentals and not worry about the;
possibilities.”

After one of Yugoslav Vice Pre-
imer Edvard Kardelj’s speeches, i
the delegation from his country ;
was heard shouting all through j
the French translation, “C’est faux, j
e'est faux (that’s wrong, that’s;
wrong).” A Yugoslav correspon-!
dent explained that E. Kardelj at
one point had mentioned that j
Yugoslavia had been the victim of;
German and Italian Fascist aggres-!
sion, whereas the interpreter had
left out the word Italian, thereby j
editing E. Kardelj’s speech to mean j
that only the Germans had attack-1
ed Yugoslavia.

There are countless other ex- j
amples of varying importance that j
have led delegates to say that the
language barrier and faulty inter- j
pretations have become a real ob-!
stacle to better understanding. One i
hot exchange between Andrei Y.

Stop, Look and Listen-and Live!
Stop, look and live!
That’s the advice given summer motorists by the National Safety

Council as it reported a 4 per cent increase in grade crossings fatalitiesduring 1945. Last year, 2,074 persons met death at grade crossings
while 4,275 were injured.

Contrary to general belief, there were more daylight accidentsthan at nighttime with 56 per cent occuring before darkness set in
Only 285 of the fatalities were pedestrians and 50 other people such a;
bicyclists; the remainder involved motor vehicles.

The Council revealed that more than one-third of the accidents
occured at crossings, which were protected by gates, lights, bells or
watchmen, and nearly two-thirds involved trains moving at less thar
80 miles per hour, or standing still.

The great majority, 87 per cent, of daytime grade crossing accidents
were classified as “locomotive hit cars,” while 55 per cent of the nigh;
mishaps were in this category. About one-third of the night accidents
were “car hits other part of train.”

Ordinary, common-sense precaution will prevent any motorist from
meeting death or injury, at a grade crossing. As the National Safety
Council warns: “Don’t insist on your rites!”—The Brewery Worker

Another Mad Farm-Land Boom Is Here
An economic danger signal was flashed recently in a Department

of Agriculture report.
Since the 1930’5, the report said, the average price of farm lane

has risen 77 per cent.
Also, more and more farms are being sold, and they are changing

hands rapidly “after short periods of ownership.”
In other words, speculation in farm lands is running wild again

as it did during and after the First World War.
That land boom put a crushing mortgage burden on millions ol

working farmers, kept them impoverished through the 1920’5, and was
a main cause of the general economic crash of 1929.

Will the same thing happen this time?—Labor.

Who Makes What!
Want to know who made all the money in America during the lusn

years of war—and particularly during 1945?
It wasn’t the little fry, nor the worker in the country. Not b\ a

long shot.
The Federal Reserve Board says recently that 47 per cent of the

workers of America earned less than $2,000, or only $38.48 a week
while less than 38 per cent of workers in America earned as much as
577 a week, and these days it takes about $77 a week to keep a worker
and his family.

Just about three per cent of American families had income m
$7,500 or over.—The Progressive Miner.

Interpreters Add to Conference Confusion
Vishinsky, for Russia, and Presi-
dent Bidault, as chairman, could
have been avoided if either spoke
the other’s language.

The Overseas News Agency stall
at the Conference speaks and un-
derstands ten languages, covering
all those spoken at the Conference
It is impossible for them to give a
detailed report on the errors of in-
terpretation. since no complete
stenographic transcript of the ses-
sions is available. All the meetings
are summarized in French from
stenographic notes, but the secret-
ariat general cannot provide a com-
plete transcript of interpellations
and speeches in the original lan-
guages. Translating the speeches
into three languages is a difficult
assignment and errors can be ex-
cused But ONA reporters say that
the Conference interpreters com-
pare very poorly with any other
international gathering they have
covered, particularly the transla-
tions from Russian addresses.

Elizabeth Dijour of the ONA
staff was an official State Depart
ment interpreter for the Balkan
delegations at the San Francisco
meeting at which the United Na-
tions was organized Her comments
on the present Conference lan-
guage difficulties are unprintable
in any of the seven languages she
speaks.

OSS AIDED MONARCHY
IN ITALIAN ELECTION

An American recently returned
from Italy reports that one of the
reasons for the slim majority in
favor of the Republic in the June
election was the fact that the
American Office of Strategic Serv
ices took a direct hand in the cam-
paign on the side of the mon-
archy.

According to this informant, the
OSS, during the height of the Par
tisan battle against the Fascists,
had on its pay roll numerous gang-
sters for ‘dirty work.” In the June
elections, these hoodlums, still or.
the pay roll of OSS, went to work
for the monarchy.

They inspired monarchist de-
monstrations, provoked battle?
with Republicans, and attempted to
bully a vote in favor of the mon-
archy by calling attention to their
OSS connections.

The OSS, which has recently ob-
tained a good deal of publicity be-
cause of its “undercover” activity
during the war, has been added to
the State Department since the end
of the war.—The Call, Aug. 26.

RIGHT!
Chemistry Professor What i?

the outstanding contribution chem-
istry has made to the world?

Student—Blondes.


